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Reference Source, citation: * Kept Private? 

In cue control; in the early part of this documentary there is an excessive mention of breaking 

the law; and the examples provided of breaking the law are un-important; this points us to a 

definite ruling of severe abuse toward "..." victim in this family system 

https://gouravolunteer.wordpress.com/2018/10/25/recollections-from-the-media-scenarios-to-consider-part-one/
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There is now a subtle in-compass-ment from actual non-actualizing lgbtiq communities 

spreading this word to even actualizing gay communities; that dressing in drag; and 

identifications with such demeanor are definite markers of being gay; whether gay or not; 

transsexualism and transsexualism demeanor[s] cannot logically be all qualified as being uh in 

cerebral standards of gay sexuality;  

 

 

IN addition, un-less "..." was severely far along in psycho-social development "eight ... years 

old" might be too soon, to think about his sexuality at that level ...  

perhaps this is where the conception of focus on the present not necessarily pertaining in all 

places and contexts; might instead pertain here 

Mental outset: what would be a sign of a severely far along developed “eight ... year old"  

In addition: review; what it actually means to be gay; and-or to be in a gay enmeshed 

environment  

Then we have the actual importance that " ..." had started to "come out" as gay, and his surefire 

belief that he would be "rejected" by "family + friends ..." which already posits those in an 

opposition group to him when he entered his gay realization; knowledge about that gay 

realization doesn't always pertain to the relevance of gay sexuality in common terms; …; it can 

pertain to gay sexuality in uncommon terms; in addition there is the cue control match of the 

mention excessively of "opposites" In more knowledge-d common terms this also opposes the 

fact that "…" may not have actually had an "awesome" "childhood" since he felt he might be 

"rejected" if in sexuality realization; perhaps also in other realizations  

 

It is finally demonstrated that "…" did actually have a younger brother; who is a bit kept out of 

the … in terms of mention; and perhaps this is for protection from the hate crime incident; 

[(protection)] for the victim's brother; but it is especially noticeable [note see/sea, bell] 

in the trip abroad; though the reasoning might be exactly as described ...  

Be conscious: that the insertion of trips actually needs to be mesmerized into a protocol of 

standard and general knowledge outline of why any trip is taken [as in a general even a drifting 

away from point; as in brainstorm starter outline] 

 

accompanying music citation: haim if I could change your mind  

In the foreign environment: things appear very un-foreign [and at this point in time] in addition 

there is information given about victim's friend-like relationships from the opposite gender, so 

far only; and unless "…" was in drag excessively which none of the photographs point to; you 

might want to look for actual verified surveillance and see if you recognize a character  as in this 

victim in drag; and-or unless "…" was transgender it seems cliche suspect that so far only 

seemingly women have corresponded to the excessive point about "…" cliche suspect: that all 

gay men, boys hang out with only women which seems to null the conception of what actually 

sexually and asexually gay (in the male variant) means. It's almost a confession from these 

women that they believed "…" (victim) seemed sexually straight. In addition despite the foreign 

environment, a lot of the hangout talk seems to pertain to a college system, and less a high school 

system. Jumping off 10/20's cited: fvp posting, are foreign high school environments at the time 

of this sequence; not actually high school; in some of the images shown the victim looks quite a 

lot younger than most but not all of the uh high schoolers, ...  
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there is repeated mention of victim's especially "short .. stature" this might be pertaining … 

 

 

though his "ambitions" might be covered up; it seems clear that whatever his actual "ambitions" 

were, he had them (these).  

 

As a basic present to past-time counseling intervention also called the future: correlate with him 

the utilisation of the gay realization with his identity, and actual ambitions then manifest these 

ambitions assisting him in them;  

in addition "short ... stature" of excessive nature might be connected to ill issues, which are 

witnessed earlier in footage and imagery, ...  

 

also there is mention of concern for "…" based on his attitude about ... ?  

and there is also a mention of the feeling that "…" hid ... "to protect himself" and of course in reg. 

society perhaps all feel that there is a need to protect one's self, and is this the point to something 

that is the hate crime 

 

Next, the mention of his parents + brother disappears, 

and all of sudden, there is information about (victim) … having been "raped"  

as in any incident of crime, all cues must be checked to be validated for and against the rape; and 

also it's essential to know that the description of the rape spreads the conscious that "…" did not 

want to be "raped." Perhaps this is obvious; but when we consider media perhaps rumors of 

victim’s rumored history to gay promiscuity [past and perhaps recent past rumors but the 

recollection of this memory could be wrong] it seems to contradict it; and perhaps this is also 

another incident insertion to study gay romantic relationships perhaps even in something like a 

therapy group ; and study here might just mean discuss; because the assaulting rumor or not still 

exists: that if one or a person is gay then rape doesn't really always have a qualification against 

as a conception to such persons; and this can't be possibly uh ... ?  

In addition; it's absolutely essential when a circumstance such as a "rape" happens that all friends 

and family and-or such colleagues are exhausted in validation checks [and not just/only 

strangers]; so as not to extend the release of the victim of such type of circumstance upon them 

incorrectly so, ... and into perhaps their care or lack of it and-or lack of it-effective. In such 

scenario where else might the context be circumscribed ... and do we have any actualized 

standing avenues of such, ...  
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